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INTRODUCTION

1. GENERAL INFORMATION

SCOPE

1.01 This Feature Document describes the basic
911 (B911) feature capabilities available in

2-wire No. 1 and No. lA Electronic Switching
Systems (ESS). This document does not cover the
expanded 911 (E911) feature. For a detailed
description of the E911 feature, refer to item A(I)
in Part 18.

REASON FOR REISSUE

1.02 This document is reissued to provide additional
background information and to reflect current

terminology for 911 service. This reissue is a
general revision in an 18-part format. Since this
reissue is a general revision, no revision arrows
have been used to denote significant changes.

FEATURE AVAILABILITY

1.03 The B911 feature is available in the base
program of all active generic programs for

the No.1 and No. lA ESS.

2. DEFINITION/BACKGROUND

DEFINITION

2.01 The number 911 is the 3-digit telephone
number that has been designated for public

use throughout the United States to report an
emergency and/or request emergency assistance.
The number 911 is intended as a nationwide universal
telephone number which provides the public with
direct access to a public service answering point
(PSAP). A PSAP is an agency or facility which
is designated and authorized to receive and respond
to emergency calls requiring one or more public
services such as police, fire, and/or ambulance
services. Anyone agency or a group of agencies
may be designated as a PSAP.

2.02 The B911 feature provides the capability
for a local office to complete 911 calls to

the B911 PSAP associated with a particular rate
center and provides for optional B911 PSAP customer
services for completing and handling 911 calls.
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Service provisions available with the B911 feature
include:

• Forced disconnect

• Switchhook status (optional)

• Called party hold (optional)

• Emergency ringback (optional)

2.03 Forced disconnect is an inherent capability
with B911 service and is provided to prevent

a calling party, who remains off-hook, from
indefinitely holding the connection to the PSAP.
Forced disconnect allows a PSAP attendant to
release a 911 call connection even though the calling
party has not hung up, thereby preventing a tie
up or jamming of dedicated 911 lines to the PSAP.

2.04 Switchhook status is an optional service
which provides lamp indications of the

originating station on-hook/off-hook condition. This
optional service allows a PSAP attendant to visually
determine the switchhook status of the originating
station.

2.05 Called party hold is an optional service
which enables a PSAP attendant to retain

control of (hold) the 911 call connection regardless
of the switchhook status (on-hook or off-hook) of
the calling station.

2.06 Emergency ringbeck: is an optional service
which provides a PSAP attendant the capability

to ring back a station that is being forced held,
regardless of the switchhook status of the calling
station.

BACKGROUND

2.07 Since 911 service was initially introduced,
demand for the basic 911 service and special

(custom) features to improve 911 service capabilities
in various localities has increased significantly.
For example, the E911 feature provides certain
custom features and expanded 911 service capabilities
not available with basic 911 service. The intent
of the background information contained herein is
to provide general information concerning 911 service
per se and to generally describe, for comparison
only, the capabilities of and differences between
B911 service and E911 service. This document
does not provide detailed information for E911
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service. For detailed E911 service information,
refer to Item A(l) in Part 18. Items B(l) through
B(13) in Part 18 provide planning, engineering,
and marketing information for 911 service.

2.08 Close coordination among agencies providing
various emergency services is a valuable

capability provided by 911 emergency service.
Other advantages to the public include one universal
3-digit number that is easy to remember and that
can be called for any of the various emergency
services provided within a given 911 service area.
Confusion is avoided and time is saved since a
caller does not have to remember or look up one
or more 7-digit directory numbers to report an
emergency situation or request emergency services.

2.09 A 911 service area is established on a
municipal basis. PSAPs within the 911

service area are designated by the municipality.
As used herein, a municipality may be a city,
town, community, county, or a combination of these
or other various political entities. The scope of
services to be provided and agencies associated
with a PSAP is entirely up to the municipality.
For example, a municipality may desire one or
more of the following agencies/services to be
associated with a 911 service arrangement:

• Ambulance

• Civil Defense

• Drug Abuse

• Emergency Medical Services

• Fire Department

• Forestry

• Highway Patrol

• Hospital

• Poison Control

• Police

• Public Works

• Sheriff

• State Police
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• Suicide Prevention

• Weather Warning.

Any agency or combination of agencies may be
designated as a PSAP.

2.10 One or more attendants are located at a
PSAP to receive and handle emergency calls

in accordance with municipal requirements. PSAP
attendants may be personnel from one or more of
the various agencies, such as the police or fire
department, or any other agency designated to
receive 911 emergency calls. Depending on municipal
requirements and procedures, a PSAP attendant
may need to serve 911 emergency calls by:

• Serving as a dispatcher for one or more
agencies

• Transferring the call to the proper agency

• Collecting and relaying emergency information
to the proper agency.

2.11 One or more PSAPs may be required for
any given municipality or metropolitan area.

For example, a small community having only one
police and one fire department to serve the entire
community may require only one PSAP. However,
a larger municipality having several police and/or
fire districts may desire to have a PSAP associated
with each district since the public within a particular
district is generally served by the agencies within
(or associated with) that district.

2.12 Assuming a municipality desiring 911 service
is served by one or more No. l/No. 1A ESS

offices capable of providing either the B911 or
E911 services, the choice of 911 service and service
options will be made by the telephone company
and the municipality and will be based on an analysis
of customer needs at each location and on the
availability of facilities in each area. Some of the
basic considerations for 911 service include the
following:

• Type of 911 services and options desired or
required

• Population and area (including growth potential)
of the municipality



• The number of districts (or zones) within
the 911 service area which are served by
the same agencies or set of agencies

• Telephone office wire center boundaries
compared to the districts (zones) or other
political subdivisions within the 911 service
area.

A. Basic 911 Feature Capabilities

2.13 With B911 service, a No. 1 or No. lA ESS
office can route 911 calls to one PSAP per

public rate center. Typically, an office serves one
public rate center; therefore, such an office can
serve and route 911 calls to only one PSAP. For
discussion purposes, the office that provides B911
service to a PSAP is referred to as the B911 office.
The B911 office can complete both local customer
originated and incoming 911 calls to the same PSAP.
All 911 calls originated from stations assigned the
same rate center within an office are routed to
the same PSAP regardless of incongruities between
telephone wire center boundaries and municipal
agency districts or other political subdivisions within
the B911 service area. All incoming 911 calls via
the message network from other offices are routed
to the same PSAP.

2.14 Generally, when a municipality requires
more than one PSAP, each PSAP is served

by a separate office providing B911 service since
a B911 office cannot selectively route 911 calls to
different PSAPs. However, a PSAP may be served
by dedicated 911 lines from one or more offices
providing B911 service. A B911 office can complete
incoming 911 calls from other offices to the PSAP
served, thus functioning as a tandem office for 911
calls. The optional switchhook status, called party
hold, and emergency ringback services cannot be
provided by the B911 office for incoming 911 calls
from other offices or for 911 calls originating via
trunks such as customer tie trunks.

2.15 Forced disconnect allows a PSAP attendant
to terminate a 911 call at any time regardless

of the action of the calling party. After a PSAP
attendant releases from a 911 call, the 911 line to
the PSAP is automatically released and made
available for other 911 calls by the B911 office.

2.16 Optional switchhook status automatically
provides a visual indication of the originating

station switchhook status. Switchhook status is
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not provided for 911 calls originating via trunks
at the B911 office. This option can be provided
to indicate the status of customer lines (served by
the B911 office) completing 911 calls.

2.17 Optional called party hold allows the PSAP
attendant to hold the connection established

for a 911 call originated from a local customer
line, regardless of the calling party actions. Called
party hold allows emergency ringback to be applied
to the held line or the call to be traced to determine
the calling party location. The connection is held
until released by the PSAP attendant. Called party
hold cannot be provided by the B911 office for 911
calls originated via trunks.

2.18 Optional emergency ringback allows the PSAP
attendant to ring back a line that is being

forced held, regardless of the station switchhook
status. Emergency ringback cannot be provided
by the B911 office for 911 calls originated via
trunks.

B. Expanded 911 Feature Capabilities

2.19 The E911 feature provides expanded 911
service capabilities and optional PSAP customer

services for completing and handling 911 calls.
With the E911 feature, a No.1 or No. lA serves
as an E911 tandem office for all 911 calls from
other local offices in the E911 service area and as
a local office for 911 calls originated by customers
served directly by the E911 tandem office. The
E911 tandem office may serve one or more PSAPs
in the E911 service area. Thus, the E911 feature
provides the capability for one office, the E911
tandem office, to serve several PSAPs existing
within the E911 service area regardless of rate
center assignments and/or telephone office boundary
and municipality boundary incongruities.

2.20 The main characteristic of E911 service is
the capability of the E911 tandem office to

selectively route a 911 call originated from any
station in the E911 service area to the correct
primary PSAP that is designated to serve the
originating station location. The following services
are available with the E911 feature.

• Selective routing provides the optional
capability to selectively route a 911 call to
the correct PSAP designated to serve the
originating station.
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• Default routing provides the capability
to automatically route a 911 call to a
predesignated (default) PSAP either when
selective routing is not provided or when
selective routing is provided but a particular
911 call cannot be selectively routed for
any reason.

• Alternate routing is an optional service
for each E911 PSAP and provides alternate
routing to a predesignated directory number
for 911 calls encountering a traffic busy
E911 PSAP.

• Central office transfer is an optional
service for each E911 PSAP and provides
central office transfer service to another
destination upon attendant request for an
established 911 call.

• Automatic number identification (ANI)
is an optional service for each E911 PSAP
which allows (for 911 calls only) the ANI
telephone number of the calling station to
be displayed at the answering PSAP attendant
position.

• Night service is an optional service for
each E911 PSAP. When night service is in
effect for a PSAP, all 911 calls to that PSAP
are automatically routed to a predesignated
directory number assigned for that PSAP.

• Forced disconnect is an inherent capability
with E911 service which allows a PSAP
attendant to terminate a 911 call at any
time regardless of the action of the calling
party.

Note: The optional switchhook status, called
party hold, and emergency ringback services
available with B911 service are not available
with E911 service. The optional E911 ANI
display service generally satisfies the need
for these types of services.

C. Basic 911 Service Arrangements

2.21 Consider a municipality that desires 911
service for public service agencies which

include the police department, fire department,
and ambulance service. Assume that since the
greatest number of emergency calls (based on
'previous experience) are police calls, police department
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personnel will serve as the PSAP attendants. A
municipality in which the same three agencies
serve the entire municipality (911 service area) may
require only one PSAP. For example, if a central
dispatch system is used at a PSAP facility for all
emergency services provided, then only one PSAP
may be required. If only one PSAP is required,
selective routing and central office transfer services
are not necessary. Therefore, unless ANI display
is required, B911 service appears to be adequate
for the hypothetical municipality being considered.

2.22 Figure 1 illustrates a simplified example of
a B911 arrangement having one PSAP and

using both dedicated (direct) and tandem trunking
for 911 calls. A particular office can only use
either a tandem trunking or direct trunking
arrangement for 911 calls. For this example, the
entire 911 service area was assumed to be served
by the same set of agencies without any further
district or political subdivisions. Switchhook status,
called party hold, and emergency ringback services
can only be provided for 911 calls originated from
customer lines which are served by the B911 office.
Calling line status, called party hold, and emergency
ringback cannot be provided for incoming 911
calls routed from other offices via the message
network to the B911 office for completion to the
PSAP. Also, these services cannot be provided
for add-on calls, calls from data link attendants,
or customer tie trunk calls. However, a PSAP
may be served by more than one office providing
B911 service; therefore, if calling line status, called
party hold, and emergency ringback capabilities are
required for 911 calls originating from other offices,
dedicated 911 lines direct to the PSAP from the
other offices may be provided.

2.23 Now, consider a similar municipality except
there are two separate districts within the

municipality. Refer to Fig. 2. Each district (J
and K) is independently served by the police and
fire agencies within that district. The municipality
desires a separate PSAP for each district. Assuming
selective routing is either not required or not
desired, B911 service can be provided by serving
each PSAP (Y and Z) from separate B911 central
offices (A and B). Wire center boundaries for
offices "A" and "C" do not coincide with the
municipal district "J" boundary. Some stations
served by offices "A" and "C" are located in
district "K". Since selective routing is not provided
with B911, all 911 calls originating in offices "A"
and "C" are completed to PSAP "Y". Therefore
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911 calls originated from stations served by offices
"A" and "C" but located in district "K" are routed
to the incorrect PSAP. In this type of situation,
a method of handling 911 calls to the incorrect
PSAP should be recommended to the municipality.
Consider station "X" in district "K". A 911 call
from station "X" is routed to PSAP "Y". Depending
on municipal requirements, facilities, and procedures,
PSAP "Y" attendants could handle the call directly
if the station "X" customer location is to be served
by the agencies (police, fire, etc.) from district
"J". Otherwise, such calls may require customer
provided transfer service (if available) or the
emergency information may be relayed by an
attendant at PSAP "Y" to an attendant at PSAP
"Z" or handled in some other prescribed manner.
For example, if the PSAPs are interconnected via
private 2-way tie lines, the 911 call may be transferred
via the private tie lines from one PSAP to another
PSAP. Otherwise, the answering PSAP attendant
could relay the information via either private tie
lines or regular dial lines (if provided) or else the
calling party may have to disconnect and direct dial
the correct agency via the regular message network.
This example does not mean that a municipality
with two or more public service districts would
necessarily have more than one PSAP. The necessary
911 services and options are determined jointly by
the telephone company and the municipality.

D. Expanded 911 Service Arrangements

2.24 Several factors contribute to a more efficient
911 service arrangement by providing E911

service, rather than B911 service, for some 911
service areas. An area having several agencies
and requiring several PSAPs in the 911 service
area may need E911 service for selective routing
due to telephone wire center and political (district)
boundary mismatches or for central office transfer
service due to PSAP agency associations, or for
any of the other services available only with the
E911 feature. The population and area, the number
of separate districts and agencies, and the hierarchical
arrangement of PSAPs within a 911 service area
are significant factors in the type of 911 service
required.

2.25 To serve an E911 service area correctly, all
telephone wire centers that are wholly or

partially within the E911 service area must be
part of the E911 arrangement. Thus the collection
of telephone wire centers may serve areas outside
the E911 service area. For this discussion, it is
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not important what type of 911 service, if any, is
provided for those areas outside the E911 service
area. Those areas could be non-911 or B911 service
areas.

2.26 When E911 service is provided, a No. 1 or
No. lA ESS is used as the E911 tandem

office for the E911 network (Fig. 3) to route all
911 calls to the correct (primary) PSAP designated
to serve the calling station. It should be understood
that the E911 tandem office (which must be a
No.1 or No. lA ESS) serves as a tandem office
for all 911 calls. The office can also serve as a
regular class 5 local office. The E911 tandem
office serves all PSAPs in the E911 service area.
The E911 tandem office routes 911 calls from other
offices and from customers served by the E911
tandem office to the primary PSAPs designated
by the municipality to serve the customer stations.

2.27 The E911 feature was developed primarily
to provide routing to the correct PSAP for

all 911 calls. Selective routing allows a 911 call
originated from a station located in a particular
district, zone, town, etc., to be routed to the
primary PSAP designated to serve the customer
stations in that particular district regardless of wire
center boundaries. Thus, selective routing eliminates
the problem of wire center boundaries not coinciding
with district or other political boundaries.

2.28 To illustrate the advantage of the E911
selective routing capability, assume a 911

service area consists of two towns (town "A" and
town "B"). Refer to Fig. 4. The 911 service area
is divided by each type of agency into one or more
serving areas. Thus in Fig. 4, the 911 service
area consisting of towns "A" and "B", is subdivided
according to police and fire department service
districts. In this example, police department "A"
has jurisdiction in town "A" and police department
"B" has jurisdiction in town "B". For illustrative
purposes, three fire departments, "X", "Y", and
"Z", serve their respective areas in the 911 service
area. Typically, police and fire departments have
coincident boundaries, but in some areas they do
not. After all of the boundaries of the selective
agencies are drawn, the 911 service area consists
of a collection of cells. These cells are termed
emergency service zones (ESZ).

2.29 An ESZ is a geographical area in which all
residents are served by the same set of

selective agencies. For example, in Fig. 4, all
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FROM STATION "X" WILL BE ROUTED TO PSAP "Y";
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WHICH IS SERVEO BY PSAP "Z". A METHOO OF
HANDLING SUCH 911 CALLS SHOULD BE ESTABLISHED.'

TYPICAL CUSTOMER
DR COIN STATION

Fig. 2-911 Emergency Service Boundary Considerations

residents in ESZ 2 are served by police department
"A" and fire department "Y". Each ESZ is assigned
a distinct number called the emergency service
number (ESN). Thus an ESN is associated with a
particular set of selective agencies which serve a

specific geographical area. Each set of selective
agencies has a primary PSAP (which is assigned
the primary ESN) and possibly one or more
secondary PSAPs (which are assigned secondary
ESNs). All telephone numbers (TNs) assigned for
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NOTE - EACH TELEPHONE NUMBER (TN) IS ASSOCIATED WITH
AN EMERGENCY SERVICE NUMBER (ESN). THE ESN
DEFINES THE SELECTIVE AGENCIES WHICH SERVE
A PARTICULAR TN. AN ESN IS ASSOCIATED WITH
A PARTICULAR PSAP. THE 911 TANDEM OFFICE
SELECTIVELY ROUTES 911 CALLS TO THE CORRECT
PSAP BASED ON THE SELECTIVE ROUTING DATA
PROVIDED FOR THE ORIGINATING TN.

PUBLIC SERVICE
ANSWERING POINT (PSAP)

NO. lilA ESS
E911 TANDEM
OFFICE

TELEPHONE STATION
SERVED BY E911
TANDEM OFFICE

TELEPHONE
STATIONS

Fig. 3-E911 Network

stations located within an ESZ are associated with
the primary ESN assigned for that ESZ. ESN
data provides all pertinent information about the
selective agencies serving an ESZ. Therefore, each
TN is associated with a primary PSAP (and possibly
one or more secondary PSAPs) based on the TN-ESN
assignment. Table A lists and indicates these
example associations. Selective routing allows
completion of 911 calls to the correct PSAP
regardless of telephone wire center and political
boundary mismatches. For a detailed description
of the E911 feature and optional services, refer to
item A(1) in Part 18.

DESCRIPTION

3. USER OPERATION

CUSTOMER

3.01 Any individual, coin, business customer
station, or any other facility (that can access

the DDD network), which is served by an office
located in the B911 service area, can be used to
originate a 911 call to a PSAP without charge to
the calling station. A 911 call may be 'originated
from an individual (nonbusiness) or coin station by
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Fig. 4-Emergency Service Zones

(ESZ 3)

(ESZ 2)

going off-hook and dialing the digits 911 after
receiving dial tone. A 911 call may be originated
without coin deposit from a dial tone first coin
station. If coin deposit is required before receiving
dial tone, coin return is made after the digits 911
are dialed. Business customer station users must
dial the network access digit prior to dialing 911
(i.e. 9 + 911) to obtain access to the message
network unless the customer is provided "assume
dial 9" service. With "assume dial 9" service,
the network access code does not have to be dialed.

3.02 A municipality providing B911 service may
be generally referred to as a B911 customer.

Dedicated 911 lines are required from a B911 office
to the B911 PSAP. The dedicated 911 lines are
used as one-way (terminating) lines for 911 calls
only and cannot be used to originate calls from a
PSAP. Regular customer service can be provided
via other (non-911) lines or trunks for a PSAP

TOWN "A"
POLICE DEPT. "A"
FIRE DEPT. "X"

(ESZ 1)

TOWN "B"
POLICE DEPT. "B"
FIRE DEPT. "Z"

(ESZ 4)
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TABLE A

E911 EMERGENCY SERVICE ZONE DATA

EMERGENCY PUBLIC EMERGENCY
E911 SERVICE SERVICE SERVICE PRIMARY SECONDARY SERVICE

AREA ZONE (ESZ) AGENCIES PSAP PSAPs NUMBER (ESN)

TOWN "A" ESZ 1 POLICE "A" POLICE "A" FIRE "X" ESN 1
FIRE "X"

ESZ 2 POLICE "A" FIRE "Y" ESN 2
FIRE "Y"

TOWN "B" ESZ 3 POLICE "B" POLICE "B" FIRE "Y" ESN 3
FIRE "Y"

ESZ 4 POLICE "B" FIRE "Z" ESN 4
FIRE "Z"

facility to have standard message network originating
and terminating service.

3.03 A B911 PSAP facility requires one or more
attendant terminals, which may be a standard

type telephone set(s), CALL DIRECTOR® telephone
set(s), attendant console(s), or equivalent equipment.
If the optional called party hold, switchhook status,
and/or emergency ringback services are required,
the SA Key Telephone System or equivalent must
be available or provided on the B911 PSAP customer

premises. Other types of customer premises
equipment used for a B911 PSAP must be locally
engineered by the telephone company. The SA
Key Telephone System is the standard customer
premises equipment design for a B911 PSAP.

A. 8A Key Telephone System

3.04 The SA Key Telephone System (J53053A) is
designed to operate with a maximum of

twenty incoming 911 lines, eight 2-way dial and/or
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private lines, and eight attendant terminals. A
wall-mounted unit designated J53053A, Ll contains
two carriers that provide for plug-in type key
telephone units, circuit packs, and miscellaneous
equipment. One J53053A, Ll unit will accommodate
up to five 911 lines, four 2-way lines, and two
attendant positions. An 8A Key Telephone System
may be equipped with up to four J53053A equipment
units.

3.05 The 911 lines are dedicated one-way
incoming-only lines to the B911 PSAP from

the B911 office. Calls cannot be originated from
the PSAP using the 911 lines. Two-way dial lines
may be provided between the B911 PSAP 8A Key
Telephone System and the B911 office for regular
(non-911) originating and terminating telephone
service. Also, private lines may be equipped
between the 8A Key Telephone System and another
private facility. The 8A Key Telephone System
may be equipped with transfer circuits to provide
for attendant transfer connections at the B911
PSAP.

3.06 CALL DIRECTOR telephone sets are used
with the 8A Key Telephone System for the

B911 PSAP attendant positions. For a general
description of the 8A Key Telephone System, refer
to item A(2) in Part 18.

B. CALL DIRECTOR Telephone Sets

3.07 There are four types of CALL DIRECTOR
telephone sets for use with the 8A Key

Telephone System. The 682AA or 2682AA CALL
DIRECTOR telephone set may be used at each
PSAP attendant position when the combined total
of incoming 911 lines and 2-way lines does not
exceed 15 per 8A Key Telephone System. Refer
to Fig. 5 for a typical faceplate layout of a 682AA
or 2682AA CALL DIRECTOR telephone set. The
683AA or 2683AA CALL DIRECTOR telephone set
(Fig. 6) may be used when the combination of
incoming 911 lines and 2-way lines is from a
minimum of 16 lines to a maximum of 27 lines per
8A Key Telephone System. Each equipped attendant
position has full access to all equipped lines. For
detailed information concerning CALL DIRECTOR
telephone sets used with the 8A Key Telephone
System, refer to items A(3) through A(5) in Part 18.
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Controls

3.08 Each type of CALL DIRECTOR telephone
set contains a number of assigned line pickup

buttons to answer incoming calls on 911 lines and
to answer or originate calls on 2-way lines. Line
pickup buttons are designated by numerals in Fig. 5
and 6. The five other control buttons shown are
call control buttons described as follows:

• HOLD-The HOLD button is used to
place a nontransferred 911 line or 2-way dial
line on hold.

Note: Two-way private lines cannot be placed
on hold at any time. The 911 lines and 2-way
dial lines cannot be placed on hold after they
have been transferred.

• FLASH-The FLASH button is used to
initiate (request) the optional emergency
ringback service.

• RELEASE-The RELEASE button IS

used to release an incoming 911 line.

• TRF RLS-The TRF RLS (transfer
release) button is used to release a 911 call
transferred to a 2-way line without disconnecting
the 911 line.

• TRF-The TRF (transfer) button is used
to initiate the transfer of a 911 call to a
2-way line.

Indicators

3.09 The TRF and line pickup buttons are
illuminating buttons which are illuminated

to indicate the call status on a particular line.
Table B lists the various lamp states for particular
call states.

3.10 A common audible signal is provided which
sounds for any incoming call to the PSAP.

The common audible signal also sounds to alert
the attendant when a 911calling party being forced
held (in an on-hook condition) goes off-hook. In
either case, the common audible signal is silenced
upon attendant answer.
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FLASH RELEASE

ROTARY
OR

TOUCHTONE
DIAL

gg
~DD

DO[@]
[J]DJ[8
DD~

D[D~

B1~[EJ]
NOTE:

I. THE DIGITS I THROUGH II DENOTE LINE PICKUP BUTTONS FOR 911 LINES.

2. THE DIGITS IN CIRCLES, <D THROUGH 0, DENOTE LINE PICKUP BUTTONS FOR EITHER
911 LINES, 2-WAY DIAL LINES, OR 2-WAY PRIVATE TIE LINES.

Fig. 5-Faceplate Layout of 682AA2 or 2682AA2 CALL DIRECTOR® Telephone Set

r-~··--·

C. Tones

3.11 Standard tones (e.g. dial tone, busy tone,
reorder tone) are provided for 2-way dial

lines to a B911 PSAP.

3.12 Tones are provided by the B911 office to
indicate particular call states for the 911

lines. The 911 lines cannot be used to originate
calls. Reorder tone [120 interruptions per minute

(ipm)] and steady low tone (480 + 620 Hz) are
provided to indicate unique call states for the 911
lines. Reorder tone is provided if a PSAP attendant
attempts to originate a call using a 911 line.
Reorder tone is also provided to indicate that a
911 call originated from a customer station served
by the B911 office was abandoned before attendant
answer or that a tandem 911 call from another
local office was terminated by the calling party
either before or after attendant answer.
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FLASH RELEASE

ROTARY
OR

TOUCHTONE
DIAL

gg
~[JGJGJB

[]OBB[S
[]DlBBB
[D]OGl~B

DOBGls
BBBBB

NOTES:
I. THE DIGITS I THROUGH It DENOTE LINE PICKUP BUTTONS FOR ALL 911 LINES.
2. THE DIGITS 21 THROUGH 27 DENOTE LINE PICKUP BUTTONS FOR EITHER

2-WAY DIAL LINES OR 2-WAY PRIVATE TIE LINES.
3. THE LINE PICKUP BUTTON DENOTED BY THE DIGITS 20/28 MAY BE ASSIGNED FOR EITHER

A 911 LINE, 2-WAY DIAL LINE OR 2-WAY PRIVATE TIE LINE.

Fig. 6-Faceplate Layout of 683AA3 or 2683AA3 CALL DIRECTOR Telephone Set

3.13 Steady low tone is provided when a customer
line served by the B911 office is on an

established 911 call to the PSAP attendant and
the calling party hangs up after attendant answer.
Steady low tone alerts the PSAP attendant that
the calling party hung up. If optional called party
hold is provided, the originating line is automatically
held until the 911 line is released by the PSAP
attendant. The PSAP attendant can remain active
on the 911 call, or place the 911 call on hold to
free the PSAP attendant to handle other calls, or
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release the 911 call. If provided, the optional
emergency ringback service may be initiated to
signal an originating station that is being forced
held.

D. Method of Operation

3.14 For a detailed description of the method of
operation for PSAP attendant CALLDIRECTOR

telephone sets, refer to item A(5) in Part 18.
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TABLE B

LAMP IN DICATIONS

SIGNAL DURATION
LAMP CONDITION IN SECONDS CALL STATE

ON OFF

DARK * * IDLE LINE

STEADY * * ANSWERED CALL CONNECTED TO THE ATTENDANT

LTR (3D IPM) 1.810-1.710 0.29-0.39 CALL TRANSFER INITIATED (NOTE 1)

FLASH (80 IPM) 0.45-0.55 0.45-0.55 OFF-HOOK STATION CONNECTION BEING HELD (NOTE 2)

FAST FLASH 0.22-0.28 0.22-0.28 UNANSWERED CALL ON THE INDICATING LINE (NOTE 3)
(120 IPM)

WINK (120 IPM) 0.387-0.373 0.02-0.05 ON-HOOK STATION CONNECTION BEING HELD (NOTE 4)

NOTES:
1. LTR (LAMP TRANSFER RATE): LAMP SIGNAL RATE OF 911 LINE LAMP

AND 2-WAY LINE LAMP WHEN A 911 CALL IS TRANSFERRED TO A 2-WAY
DIAL OR TIE LINE, AND OF TRF LAMP DURING SETUP OF TRANSFER

2. FLASH: LAMP SIGNAL RATE WHEN AN ON-HOOK CALLING STATION BEING
FORCED HELD GOES OFF-HOOK. (OPTIONAL CALLING LINE STATUS)

3. FAST FLASH: LAMP SIGNAL RATE FOR ALL INCOMING CALLS ON 911
LINES AND 2-WAY LINES

4. WINK: LAMP SIGNAL RATE WHEN A CALLING STATION IS ON-HOOK, BUT
THE CONNECTION IS BEING FORCED HELD (OPTIONAL CALLING LINE
STATUS INDICATION) OR WHEN A 2-WAY DIAL LINE IS BEING HELD

* NOT APPLICABLE

Incoming 911 Call

3.1 S The common audible signal sounds (1.0 second
ON; 3.0 seconds OFF) at the 911 attendant

position. The line lamp of the incoming 911 line
operates at fast flash (120 ipm). The 911 attendant
depresses the locking-type line button associated
with the flashing lamp, the common audible signal
silences, and the line lamp changes from fast flash
to steady.

3.16 If the calling party goes on-hook before the
attendant answers the call, the attendant

will hear reorder tone (120 ipm) at answer indicating
the calling party hung up.

3.17 After the 911 call is answered, the attendant
controls the call (nontandem 911 calls only)

even if the calling party goes on-hook.

Attendant Disconnect

••::1:

3.18 To disconnect an incoming 911 line, 'tPe
attendant momentarily operates the RELE4IJE

button on the CALL DIRECTOR telephone~t.'

The 911 line button releases, the line lamp
extinguishes, and the 911 line is released.

Hold

3.19 The attendant can place an off-hook 911 line
or a 2-way dial line on hold (2-way tie lines
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cannot be placed on hold) by momentary operation
of the HOLD button on the CALL DIRECTOR
telephone set. The line button releases and the
line lamp changes from steady to wink (120 ipm).
To remove the caller from hold, the attendant
depresses the winking line button, which reestablishes
the talking path between the calling party and the
911 attendant and causes the line lamp to change
from wink to steady.

3.20 When the originating party on a nontandem
911 call goes on-hook prematurely during

conversation with the attendant and does not go
off-hook in response to emergency ringback, the
attendant may place the 911 line on hold by
momentary operation of the HOLD button. Steady
low tone alerts the attendant that the originating
party hung up. If the originating party on a tandem
911 call goes on-hook, the 911 call cannot be held.
In this case, reorder tone is returned to the
attendant.

Switchhook Status

3.21 For a completed nontandem 911 call (with
the calling station on-hook) when the attendant

operates the HOLD button, the 911 line pickup
button releases and the 911 line lamp changes to
wink. When the 911 caller goes off-hook, the 911
line lamp changes from wink (120 ipm) to flash
(60 ipm) and the switchhook status common audible
signal (buzzer) sounds to alert the attendant. The
attendant depresses the flashing line pickup button,
the buzzer silences, the flashing lamp changes to
steady, and the talking path between the 911 caller
and the attendant is reestablished. Optional
switchhook status can be provided only for nontandem
911 calls.

Emergency Ringback

3.22 If an originating party on a nontandem 911
call goes on-hook prematurely, optional

emergency ringback, if provided, may be initiated
by the attendant momentarily operating the FLASH
button. For emergency ringback the B911 office
returns audible ringing tone to the attendant when
the calling line receives emergency ringback.

3.23 Emergency ringback may also be initiated
to signal a party on a nontandem 911 call

who remains off-hook but does not respond. In
this case, the off-hook station receives one burst
of receiver off-hook tone and the attendant receives
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one burst of audible ringing tone before the talking
connection is restored.

Call Transfer

3.24 Toinitiate a transfer, the attendant momentarily
depresses the non locking TRF button. This

causes the internal lamp of the TRF button to
operate at the lamp transfer rate (30 iprn) on the
CALL DIRECTOR set initiating the call, and to
light steadily on all other CALL DIRECTOR sets.
The attendant then depresses the desired 2-way
line (dial or private) locking-type button. This
operates the transfer switch and releases the 911
line pickup key. The TRF button lamp goes dark,
the 911 line lamp and 2-way line lamp change to
the lamp transfer rate (30 ipm).

3.25 If'the call is transferred to a 2-way private
line, dialing is not required since the private

facility is automatically signaled. If the call is
transferred to a 2-way dial line, after receiving dial
tone, the attendant dials the desired telephone
number.

TELEPHONE COMPANY

3.26 Not applicable.

4. SYSTEM OPERATION

HARDWARE

4.01 No unique system hardware is required at
the B911 office to provide B911 service.

4.02 Line access trunk circuits SD-IA319-0l, -05
provide the system interface for outgoing

911 lines to the B911 PSAP. The SD-IA319-0l,
-05 line access trunk circuit provides for the optional
switchhook status, called party hold, and emergency
ringback capabilities. Each 911 line to a B911
PSAP requires one line access trunk circuit.

OFFICE OATA STRUCTURES

A. Translations

4.03 Generally, 911 calls to a B911 PSAP are
completed using 3/6 digit, DN, route index

(RI), and trunk translations. For detailed information
concerning translations and data structures, refer
to items D(l) through D(3) in Part 18. Basic 911
service uses the following type translations.



.3/6-Digit Translations

• 911 DN Auxiliary Block

• RI Expansion

• TGN Translator

• TCC Expansion

• Master Scanner (MSN) Translator

3/6-Digit Translations

4.04 The dialed digits 911 are translated via
3/6-digit translations to a 7-digit intraoffice

DN. The digits 911 are translated as call type 28,
which indicates simulated dialing of a 7-digit
intraoffice DN. The 7-digit intraoffice DN associated
with call type 28 is obtained and 3-digit translations
are reentered to obtain rate and route data for
the 7-digit intraoffice DN (call type 5). Regular
DN translations are done for the 7-digit DN obtained.

911 DN Auxiliary Block

4.05 DN translations include a subtranslator word
(type 7), which provides the address of the

911 DN auxiliary block. Refer to Fig. 7 for data
provided in the 911 DN auxiliary block. For B911
service, only a 2-word DN auxiliary block is used
since call forwarding and make-busy options are
not available with B911 service. Any assigned DN
is valid as a routing number. The DN has a
terminating major class of 28 and a program index
of three for a B911 PSAP with ringing. The RI
in word 0 points to the TGN assigned for the
trunk group containing the line access trunk circuits
used for the 911 lines to the B911 PSAP.

RI Expansion

4.06 An RI is assigned to route 911 calls via a
special line access trunk group to the PSAP.

RI expansion data yields the next RI and the TGN
containing the 911 line access trunks. Since alternate
routing is not provided with B911 service, the next
RI equals stop. A free call is indicated when
return supervision equals zero (RS = 0). The
TGN is translated via the TGN translator to obtain
the TNN. The trunk class code (TCC) data is
obtained from translating the TNN.
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TGN and TNN Translators

4.07 The TGN auxiliary block provides the trunk
group type, number of trunk members, and

the trunk network number (TNN) assignments.
The TNN to TGN translator provides the member
number, TCC, and TGN.

TCC Expansion Table

4.08 The 4-word TCC expansion table (Fig. 8)
contains service class data for the 911 line

access trunk circuits. The emergency ringback
option is indicated by item ERF in word 4. Item
CPI equals 039 for the special line access trunk
circuits. Item OGT-ESB equals one indicating an
outgoing trunk to a PSAP.

MSN Translator

4.09 Each special line access trunk circuit (CPI
= 039) has two scan points assigned on the

master scanner. The line side scan point (SCOO)
is assigned TPI = 40 and the trunk side scan point
(SCOl) is assigned TPI = 41. Each scan point
requires one MSN PTW.

B. Parameters/Call Store

4.10 Not applicable.

FEATURE OPERATION

4.1'1 The No. lilA ESS office providing B911
service for a PSAP completes 911 calls

originated from station lines served by that office
or incoming via the message network (trunks) from
other offices. The No. lilA ESS office completes
911 calls similar to other line or trunk calls completed
to a line, except line access trunk circuits are used
for the one-way outgoing (terminating service only)
911 lines to the PSAP. The line access trunk
circuits provide the capability for optional called
party hold, switchhook status, and emergency
ringback services only for 911 calls from customer
lines served by the B911 office.

A. Line Originated 911 Call

4.12 When a 911 call is originated from a line
served by the B911 office, the digits are

collected in an originating register and interpreted
using 3-digit translations. The 3-digit translator
yields a rate and route pattern call type 28

Page 17
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*23 22
WORD 0

WORD 1

15 12 11 10
RI

1 0

PIND

* BIT 23 DOES NOT EXIST IN THE TRANSLATION WORDS FOR NO. ESS.
IT IS EQUAL TO -ZERO IN THE NO. lA ESS.

WORD 0

WORD 1

WRDN = WORD NUMBER EQUALS 2 FOR B911 SERVICE
RI = ROUTE INDEX ASSIGNED FOR 911 SPECIAL LINE ACCESS TRUNK GROUP

PIND = PROGRAM INDEX EQUALS 3 FOR 911 SERVICE

RING = RINGING CODE ASSIGNED FOR 911 SPECIAL LINE ACCESS TRUNK GROUP
CFBL = CALL FORWARD BUSY LINE EQUALS 0 FOR B911 SERVICE SINCE

CFBL IS NOT AVAILABLE WITH B911
SL = SPECIAL LINE EQUALS 1 FOR B911

TMAJ = TERMINATING MAJOR CLASS EQUALS 2B FOR RINGING PSAP

Fig. 7-911 DN Auxiliary Block Data for B911 Service

11 110 I 91 BI 71 6

WORD 1

WORD 2

WORD 3

WORD 4
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II CTI SUPERVISION I I TU

I # I IERFI I PAD I I CPI

* BIT 23 DOES NOT EXIST IN THE TRANSLATION WORDS FOR NO. 1 ESS.
IT IS EQUAL TO ZERO IN THE NO. lA ESS.

# OGT-ESB

NOTE: ONLY TRANSLATION DATA ITEMS FOR BASIC 911 SPECIAL LINE ACCESS TRUNK CIRCUITS ARE SHOWN.
OTHER TCC DATA ITEMS IN WORDS 1 THROUGH 4 ARE OMITTED FOR CLARITY.

WORD 1 TU = TRUNK USAGE EQUALS 10 (TWO-WAY TRUNK)
SUPERVISION = EQUALS 0100 FOR HIGH-LOW REVERSE BATTERY

ICT = IDLE CIRCUIT TERMINAL (EQUALS 1)
WORD 4 CPI = CIRCUIT PROGRAM INDEX EQUALS 039 (DECIMAL)

PAD = SET TO 10 INDICATING MESSAGE TRUNK
ERF = EMERGENCY RINGBACK FLASH SET TO 1 IF

INDICATED, 0 IF NOT INDICATED
OGT-ESB = OUTGOING TRUNK TO EMERGENCY SERVICE BUREAU EQUALS 1

Fig. 8-TCC Expansion Table Data for B911 Service



(CT = 28) which causes the 3-digit 911 code to
be expanded to a 7-digit intraoffice directory
number (DN). The expanded 7-digit DN is then
translated as if the 7-digit DN had been dialed.

4.13 The 911 emergency service DN auxiliary
block provides the data for DN translations.

The DN translations provide program index (equals
3 for 911 service), terminating major class, route
index, and ringing code data. Terminating major
class code 28 is used for the DN associated with
the special line access trunk group to which ringing
can be applied. Route index (RI) expansion identifies
the trunk group number (TGN) assigned for 911
service. TGN, TNN, and TCC translations are
used to hunt and select an idle 911 trunk member.

4.14 After digit collection, DN, TGN, TNN, TCC,
and RI translations are completed, a network

path is reserved between the calling line and an
idle special line access trunk circuit (911 line) to
the PSAP. If all 911 lines are busy, the call is
given busy treatment. Otherwise, when an idle
911 line is found, a network talking path is reserved,
ringing is connected to the 911 line, and audible
ringing tone is connected to the calling line. When
an idle 911 trunk member is seized, regular ringing
(loop-type ringdown) is connected to the 911 line.
Ringing is given until the 911 call is answered at
the PSAP or the calling line abandons. When the
call is answered, answer (off-hook signal) is returned
to the ESS office causing ringing and audible
ringing tone to be removed and the network talking
path connections between the calling line and 911
line to be completed.

4.15 Although the network connection is physically
a line-to-trunk connection, it is treated as

an intraoffice line-to-line connection with ring-trip
and abandon handled accordingly. If the call is
abandoned prior to answer, ringing and audible
ringing tone are removed; however, the line pickup
lamp associated with that 911 line at the PSAP
may momentarily remain illuminated. Refer to
paragraphs 3.09 and 3.10 for line pickup lamp
information. Upon answer, the PSAP attendant
can determine the calling line status via the absence
or presence of reorder tone (120 ipm). If the
calling line abandoned prior to answer, reorder
tone is connected to the 911 line if an off-hook
signal is received from the PSAP indicating attendant
answer after the call is abandoned. Reorder tone
remains connected until on-hook is received for
that 911 line.
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4.16 After a 911 call is established, the PSAP
attendant can hold the connection to the

calling line (regardless of calling party actions)
and perform other optional call control functions
(if provided) as long as the attendant remains on
the call. When the attendant releases from a 911
call, receipt of the on-hook signal automatically
causes the network connections to be released
(forced disconnect) and the 911 line to be idled.

4.17 Figure 9 is a flow diagram of a line originated
911 call. Seizure of a 911 line, abandon

before answer, called party hold, forced disconnect,
switchhook status, and emergency ringback are
discussed in the following paragraphs.

911 Line Seizure

4.18 The trunk group containing the line access
trunks used for 911 lines is accessed via

route index expansion of the route index "obtained
from the 911 DN auxiliary block. Route index
expansion yields the TGN. Regular trunk translations
are done for the TGN to obtain the TNN, TCC,
and charging data. Trunk translations are used
to hunt for an idle line access trunk (911 line). If
no idle 911 line is found, busy tone is given to
the originating line (or trunk). Alternate routing
(using a next RI) is not allowed for 911 calls.
When an idle 911 line is found, 20-Hz ringing is
given to the 911 line and audible ringing tone is
returned to the calling line or trunk. When answer
(ring-trip) is received, network connections are
made for the talking path. After answer, the call
is supervised for disconnect and attendant requests
for optional services.

4.19 A 911 line cannot be seized from the PSAP
to originate a call since 911 lines are one-way

outgoing lines to the PSAP. If an attempt is made
to seize a 911 line for call origination, when the
off-hook signal is detected, reorder tone (120 ipm)
is connected to the line access trunk until an
on-hook signal is received for that trunk (911 line).
When on-hook is received, reorder tone is disconnected
and that trunk is idled.

Call Abandon

4.20 The originating line (or trunk) is supervised
for on-hook (abandon) prior to PSAP attendant

answer. If the call is abandoned before answer is
received, standard abandon actions occur. Audible
ringing tone is disconnected from the originating
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Fig. 9-Line Originated 911 Call Flow Diagram (Sheet 1)
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Fig. 9-Line Originated 911 Call Flow Diagram (Sheet 2)
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line (or trunk), ringing is removed from the 911
line, and the 911 line is idled.

4.21 When a 911 call is abandoned, the line pickup
button on the PSAP CALL DIRECTOR may

momentarily continue to indicate an unanswered
call on that line. If an attempt is made to answer
a call that has been abandoned, reorder tone is
connected to the 911 line. In this case, the 911
line is treated the same way a 911 line origination
attempt is treated.

Called Party Hold

4.22 Called party hold is provided only for line
originated 911 calls. Trunk originated 911

calls cannot be forced held. With called party
hold, the originating line is automatically held by
the B911 office as long as off-hook is returned for
the 911 line, regardless of the originating line
off-hook or on-hook status.

4.23 During a forced hold condition, supervision
is maintained for the originating line and

the 911 line. The line access trunk circuit is
equipped with a line side ferrod for calling line
supervision and a trunk side ferrod for supervision
of the 911 line. The line side scan point (scan
point 0) is assigned the trunk program index (TPI)
of forty (TPI = 40). The trunk side scan point
for the 911 line (scan point 1) is assigned TPI = 41.

4.24 Called party hold permits the originating line
to be manually traced regardless of calling

party switchhook actions. While the originating
line is off-hook, the talking connection to the PSAP
attendant is maintained. If the originating line
returns on-hook, the originating line is disconnected
from the 911 line, but is forced held at the B911
office. That is, the originating line is not released
and idled. Steady low tone is connected to the 911
line to alert the attendant that the calling party
has gone on-hook. If the optional switchhook status
service is provided, the attendant also receives a
visual indication of the calling line status. During
a forced hold condition, four possible actions can
occur.

(1) 911 Line Returns On-Hook-The PSAP
attendant may release from the call, causing

the connections to be immediately released.
Steady low tone is removed, all connections are
released, and the 911 line is idled.
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(2) Emergency Ringback-If provided as an
optional service, the PSAP attendant may

initiate emergency ringback by causing a flash
signal to be sent to the B911 office. During
called party hold, receipt of an on-hook flash
signal initiates emergency ringback treatment.

(3) Originating Line Returns Off-
Hook-When a line that is being forced

held goes off-hook, steady low tone is disconnected
from the 911 line and the talking connection is
reestablished.

(4) 45-Minute Timeout-If none of the above
events occur within the 45-minute timeout

period, the originating line is released and idled,
steady low tone is disconnected from the 911
line and reorder tone is connected to the 911
line. When the on-hook signal is received, reorder
tone is disconnected and the 911 line is idled.

Forced Disconnect

4.25 Forced disconnect is provided to prevent 911
lines from being tied up (kept busy) by

originating lines remaining off-hook. A PSAP
attendant can terminate a 911 call at any time by
releasing (disconnecting) from the call. When an
on-hook signal with a duration of at least 1.2
seconds (which is greater than the flash timing
period), is received via scan point 1 (TPI 41), the
911 line is disconnected and idled. Any line or
trunk originated 911 call may be terminated via
forced disconnect. In no way will calling party
switchhook actions prevent the 911 line from being
released. If a trunk originated call, the trunk is
automatically released in 36 to 42 seconds if trunk
disconnect is not received prior to time out.

Switchhook Status

4.26 In addition to the tones provided, a PSAP
may be optionally provided switchhook (on-hook

and off-hook) status indications for line originated
911 calls. Optional switchhook status cannot be
provided for trunk originated calls. When provided,
the switchhook status of an originating line being
held is indicated via the line pickup keylamp
indications. Refer to Table B. Switchhook status
is supervised via the line side ferrod, scan point 0
(TPI 40), of the line access trunk circuit. Reverse
battery supervision is used for switchhook status.
Direct current signaling to the PSAP initiates the
appropriate lamp indications.



Emergency Ringback

4.27 Emergency ringback is an optional service
provided for the 911 lines by specifying the

ringback option in the fourth word of the trunk
class code translation. Emergency ringback cannot
be provided for trunk originated calls. In response
to an attendant request, the PSAP customer
premises equipment generates a timed on-hook
flash signal of approximately 500-ms duration.
Timing (200 to 1100 ms) is done at the B911 office
to interpret the signal. Emergency ringback may
be initiated for either an on-hook or off-hook
originating line to signal the calling party.

(a) Off-Hook Ringback-A PSAP attendant
has no indication of the type of call origination

(line or trunk) when the call is established and
the originating line or trunk is off-hook. If
emergency ringback is requested and an incoming
trunk connection exists, the flash is absorbed
and no change occurs on the talking connection.
For emergency ringback to an off-hook originating
line, a 3- to 4-second burst of receiver off-hook
tone is connected to the originating line and
one burst of audible ringing tone is connected
to the 911 trunk. After this action is completed,
the talking connection is restored. The attendant
may flash and repeat the off-hook ringback if
desired.

(b) On-Hook Ringback-Emergency ringback
differs for individual and party lines as

follows:

(1) For an individual line, when emergency
ringback is initiated, the line is given

regular ringing and the 911 line is given
audible ringing tone. This condition will
continue until either the originating line
returns off-hook, the 911 line returns on-hook,
or a 45-minute timeout occurs. If the
originating line goes off-hook during ringback,
the talking connection is reestablished. If
the 911 line returns on-hook, all connections
are released and the 911 line is idled. If
neither of these two actions occurs within a
45-minute period, the connection is released
and reorder tone (120 ipm) is connected to
the 911 line until on-hook is received for the
911 line.

(2) When the originating line is a party line
and ringback is requested, the party line
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is given 2 seconds of ringing and the 911 line
is given one burst of audible ringing tone.
All lines on a party line will be rung during
emergency ringback. After the party line
on-hook emergency ringback cycle, the steady
low tone is reconnected to the 911 line if the
originating line is still on-hook. The attendant
may flash again if desired and repeat the
ringback cycle. If the originating line does
not return off-hook or the 911 line does not
return on-hook within a 45-minute period
following the last emergency ringback request,
the connection is released and the 911 line is
given reorder tone (120 ipm) until the 911 line
is released by the attendant and on-hook is
received. Each time a request for emergency
ringback is received, the 45-minute timing
period is restarted.

B. Trunk Originated 911 Call

4.28 A trunk originated 911 call is completed in
a similar manner as a line originated 911

call. The digits are received, collected and translated
as for any incoming trunk call. After the PSAP
DN is obtained the call is completed as described
for a line originated 911 call. The resulting
network connection is treated as an incoming
trunk-to-line call connection. Ringing is connected
to the 911 line and audible ringing tone is connected
to the originating trunk. Figure 10 depicts a trunk
originated 911 call.

4.29 If the 911 call originated from an office
which absorbs the first digit (digit 9), the

digit 9 is generated using the two digits (11) on
incoming trunks feature. For example, a customer
served by a step-by-step office dials 911 and the
step-by-step office absorbs the digit 9. The two
digits (11) on incoming trunks feature provides for
the collection of two digits on incoming trunk
groups prior to tandem digit analysis, which checks
for the two digits 11. If the two digits are 11,
tandem translations will cause the digit 9 to be
inserted prior to the 3-digit translation. Generation
of the digit 9 is uniquely determined according to
the tandem trunk group number defined by the
tandem table record translation.

4.30 Abandon prior to answer is discussed in
paragraphs 4.20 and 4.21. Forced disconnect

is discussed in paragraph 4.25. For forced
disconnect, the 911 line is released immediately
and on-hook is returned to the originating office.
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Fig. 10-Trunk Originated 911 Call Flow Diagram (Sheet 1)
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Fig. 10-Trunk Originated 911 Call Flow Diagram (Sheet 2)
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If disconnect is not received within 36 to 42 seconds,
the incoming trunk is automatically released. Called
party hold, calling line status, and emergency
ringback services are not provided for trunk
originated 911 calls.

CHARACTERISTICS

5. FEATURE ASSIGNMENT

5.01 The B911 feature is available on a per system
basis. A No. lilA ESS can serve one B911

PSAP per public rate center.

5.02 A B911 PSAP may be served by one or
more telephone offices. Generally, if more

than one B911 PSAP is required in a B911 service
area, each PSAP will be served by a different
office since most telephone offices typically serve
only one public rate center.

6. LIMITATIONS

OPERATlONAl

6.01 The maximum number of 911 calls to a PSAP
that can be established at any particular

time depends on the number of 911 lines provided
for that PSAP. Queueing is not provided for 911
calls to a busy PSAP. If all 911 lines are busy,
busy tone is given the calling party.

6.02 Optional called party hold, switchhook status,
and emergency ringback services cannot be

provided for incoming 911 calls from other offices
or customer premises switching equipment.

6.03 Selective routing, alternate routing, and
central office transfer are not available with

the B911 feature. The SA Key Telephone System
provides for transfer capabilities at the B911 PSAP
customer premises.

ASSIGNMENT

6.04 A B911 PSAP having an SA Key Telephone
System may have up to twenty one-way

incoming 911 lines; up to eight 2-way dial lines,
tie lines, or any combination thereof; and up to
eight CALL DIRECTOR telephone sets.

6.05 Only one B911 PSAP DN may be assigned
per public rate center served by the B911

office.
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7. INTERACTIONS

STATIC

7.01 Not applicable.

DYNAMIC

7.02 The E911 feature affects the services available
in a 911 service area previously having B911

service. For example, assume a B911 service area
where each B911 PSAP is directly served by a
separate local office and each B911 PSAP is provided
the optional called party hold, switchhook status,
and emergency ringback services. If part of the
B911 service area later requires E911 service, the
B911 PSAPs can become part of the E911 network.
However, the B911 offices which directly served
the B911 PSAPs become part of the E911 network
as local offices and must route all 911 calls to the
E911 tandem office, which then routes all 911 calls
to the correct PSAP. In this case the B911 office
no longer directly serves the B911 PSAP. The 911
call is completed via the E911 tandem office to
the E911 PSAP. The optional services previously
provided for the B911 PSAP are no longer available
since tandem trunking is used to complete the 911
call. Thus E911 service may affect an existing
B911 service area.

8. RESTRICTION CAPABILITY

8.01 Not applicable.

INCORPORATION INTO SYSTEM

9. INSTAllATION/ADDITION/DELETION

9.01 The B911 feature is available on a per system
basis and does not require parameters or

unique system hardware. The B911 PSAP customer
premises equipment (SA Key Telephone System)
must be available or installed at the customer
premises. The line access trunk circuits SD-1A319-0l
or -05 must be equipped for the 911 lines to the
PSAP. Recent change (RC) messages are used to
add, change, and/or delete translation information
required for the B911 feature. For information
regarding the SA Key Telephone System, refer to
items A(2) through A(8) in Part 18. Figure 11 is
a flowchart for adding a B911 PSAP.
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Fig. 11-Flowchart for Adding a 8911 PSAP
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10. HARDWARE REQUIREMENTS

COST FACTORS

10.01 Line access trunk circuits SD-1A319-0l or
-05 are equipped for the outgoing 911 lines

to the PSAP customer premises equipment. One
line access trunk circuit SD-1A319-01 or -05 is
equipped for each 911 line provided for a PSAP.
The -05 circuit version is the miniaturized trunk
circuit. Each equipped line access trunk circuit
has one trunk link network (TLN) appearance and
requires two supervisory scan points and five signal
distributor (SD) points. Trunk order code 03900
(for SD-1A319-01) or 03902 (for SD-1A319-05) is
applicable when reverse battery on-hook/off-hook
supervision for the optional switchhook status is
not required for the PSAP. Trunk order code
03901 (for SD-1A319-01) or 03903 (for SD-1A319-05)
is applicable when reverse battery on-hook/off-hook
supervision is required to provide the optional
switchhook status for the PSAP.

DETERMINATlON OF QUANTITIES

10.02 The number of outgoing 911 lines to a
B911 PSAP is traffic engineered by the

Business Services Facilities organization; however,
the B911 customer decides how many simultaneous
911 calls a PSAP can handle. The customer decides
the number of attendant positions to provide for a
PSAP.

10.03 A mmimurn of two 911 lines should be
equipped for each PSAP. Tariff regulations

specify that a minimum of P.01 service be provided.
This means that at peak demand, a maximum of
one call per hundred could be blocked. The average
busy season busy-hour load must be developed.
After developing the busy-hour load per main
station, the busy-hour load offered to a particular
trunk group (of line access trunks for the 911 lines)
can be calculated. As a minimum, the Wilkinson
basic trunk capacity tables are used. Refer to
item A(9) in Part 18.
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11. SOFTWARE REQUIREMENTS

COST FACTORS

A. No. 1 ESS

Fixed

11.01 The following memory is required whether
or not B911 service is provided.

• Generic (program storej-c-Approximately 1200
words existing in the base generic program
are used.

Conditional

11.02 Not applicable.

Variable

11.03 The following program store memory is
required for translations when B911 service

is provided.

• DN translator-4 words per B911 PSAP DN

• RI expansion table-2 words per RI for the
911 line access trunk group

• TNN-to-TGN PTW-1 word per TNN plus
1 additional word if equipped for carrier
group alarm (CGA)

• MSN PTW -2 MSN PTW words per 911 line
access trunk circuit

• TCC expansion-4 words per trunk class
code

• TGN translator-4 words per outgoing 911
trunk group

B. No. lA ESS

Fixed

11.04 The following memory is required whether
or not B911 service is provided.
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• Generic (program store and file
store}-Approximately 1500 words existing
in the base generic program are used.

Conditional

11.05 Not applicable.

Variable

11.06 The following unduplicated call store and
file store memory is required for translations

when B911 service is provided.

• DN translator-4 words per B911 PSAP DN

• RI expansion table-2 words per RI for the
911 line access trunk group

• TNN-to-TGN PTW -1 word per TNN plus
1 additional word if equipped for carrier
group alarm

• MSN PTW -2 MSN PTW words per 911 line
access trunk circuit

• TCC expansion-4 words per trunk class
code

• TGN translator--4 words per outgoing 911
trunk group

DETERMINATION OF QUANTITIES

11.07 Memory items are provided as stated above
in COST FACTORS.

PROCESSOR TIME

11.08 The approximate real-time cycles required
for a line-originated 911 call through

disconnect are as follows:

• No. 1 ESS-4200 cycles

• No. 1A ESS-8400 cycles

11.09 The approximate real-time cycles required
fora trunk-originated 911 call through

disconnect are as follows:

• No. 1 ESS-3950 cycles

• No. 1A ESS-7900 cycles
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11.10 The cycle time for a No. 1 ESS is 5.5
microseconds per cycle. The cycle time

for a No. 1A ESS is 0.7 microsecond per cycle.

FEATURE DEFINING SET CARDS

11.11 Not applicable.

12. DATA ASSIGNMENTS AND RECORDS

TRANSLATION FORMS

12.01 Record keeping forms used for the B911
feature are as follows:

• ESS 1101-Directory Number Record:
The route index, program index, ringing
code, and terminating major class are
associated with the directory number assigned
for 911 emergency service calls.

• ESS 1201-Miscellaneous Trunk
Frame Record: The trunk group, trunk
network number, trunk class code, CPD, SD,
and MSN assignments are associated on this
record.

• ESS 1202-Trunk Group Record:
ESS 1203 Trunk Network Number
Record: The trunk group number, trunk
class code, trunk network number, and
trunk order code are associated on these
forms.

• ESS 1204-Trunk Class Code Record:
Trunk class characteristics including emergency
ringback and outgoing trunk to emergency
service bureau are specified on this form.

• ESS 1300-Three-Digit Translation:
The rate and route pattern is specified for
the 911 code and subsequent 7-digit simulated
directory number.

• ESS 1303-Trunk and Service Circuit
Route Index Record: The TGN, coin
return code (=2), free call (V), option
indicator (=01), and next route index (=stop)
are specified for the assigned route index.

• ESS 1304-Rate and Route Chart:
Regular (REGL) routing and charging
(CHG=OOO) are entered for the chart and
column assigned for 911 calls.

"



• EBB l305-Rate and Route Pattern
Record: Call type 28 is entered for the
digits 911 which are expanded into a 7-digit
intraoffice directory number. Call type 05
is entered for the expanded intraoffice
directory number. The 7-digit directory
number is associated with a route index
number on the ESS 1101 form.

RECENT CHANGES

12.02 Standard recent change messages and
keywords are used for B911 service to

build the translations required for the trunks,
trunk class codes, chart column, RI expansion, rate
and route pattern, and DN translations. No new
messages are required for these standard types of
recent changes. The messages used for these
types of recent changes are listed in Table C. For
detailed RC procedures, refer to items A(10) through
A(17) in Part 18.

( 13. TESTING

13.01 No special tests are used to verify that
the B911 feature, per se, has been properly
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assigned. Results of recent change messages used
to enter the translation data are verified using
the appropriate input messages specified in the
particular RC procedures, items A(10) through A(17)
in Part 18. For detailed information concerning
input and output messages, refer to C(1) through
C(4) in Part 18.

13.02 After the feature has been assigned, 911
calls can be made to assure that 911 calls

are completed to the B911 PSAP and to verify
the B911 PSAP optional services if provided.

14. OTHER PLANNING TOPICS

14.01 No special planning is required for the
B911 feature per se. The planning required

for 911 service depends on the type of 911 service,
B911 or E911, and the customer options desired.
General considerations are discussed in paragraphs
2.07 through 2.29.

TABLE C

RC MESSAGES FOR B911 SERVICE

TASK RC MESSAGE

Add New TG Without Members RC:TG

Equip TNN(s) RC:TRK

Assign Equipped TNNs To Active TG RC:TGMEM

Build TCC Expansion Table RC:PSWD

Enter Chart Column Data RC:CCOL

Add RI Expansion Data RC:RI

Add Rate And Route Pattern Data RC:RATPAT

Add RRP in 3-Digit Translator RC:DIGTRN

Add DN Entry in DN Head Table RC:DNHT

Build 911 DN Auxiliary Block RC:LINE
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ADMINISTRATION

15. MEASUREMENTS

15.01 No unique measurements are provided for
the B911 feature. Standard traffic

information is available for peg, usage, overflow,
and maintenance counts based on the trunk group
number assigned for the outgoing 911 lines using
the line access trunk circuits. Traffic measurements
are described in items A(18) and D(I) in Part 18.

16. CHARGING

AUTOMATIC MESSAGE ACCOUNTING

16.01 A 911 call is completed without charge to
the originating station line. Charging is

not required for 911 calls to a PSAP since dedicated
911 customer lines are used. Standard billing to
the billing telephone number is done for PSAP
2-way dial lines, if provided for standard originating
and terminating (non-911) telephone service.

UNIFORM SERVICE ORDER CODES (USOCs)

16.02 The USOCs used for the B911 feature are
listed below according to the category.

USOCs are used for the 8A Key Telephone System,
line access trunks (911 lines), and the class of
service.

98C

98R

98Z

91S

98H

980

98J

98X

98Y

98D

98G

91Z

91Y

Common Equipment (auxiliary
unit)

Emergency Power (initial unit)

Emergency Power (auxiliary unit)

Emergency Ringback Feature

Line Termination Unit-incoming
911 line

Line Termination Unit-2-way dial
line including transfer circuit

Line Termination Unit-2-way tie
line including transfer circuit

Line Transfer Units (manual)

Line Transfer Units (dial)

Power Supply (initial unit)

Power Supply (auxiliary unit)

Switchhook Status Feature

Switchhook Status Feature
(additional)

CODE DESCRIPTION

A. 8A Key Telephone System

B. 911 Line Access Trunks

CODE DESCRIPTION

TGZ Universal emergency number
service 911 trunk

9XL Universal emergency number
service 911 trunk (additional)

C. Line Class of Service

91P++

91R++

98V

98W

98A
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Attendant Position-18-button set,
includes call transfer and emergency
ringback keys

Attendant Position-30-button set,
includes call transfer and emergency
ringback keys

Call Transfer Feature-switching
equipment to connect 911 lines
to 2-way lines (initial unit)

Call Transfer Feature-switching
equipment to connect 911 lines
to 2-way lines (additional unit)

Common Equipment (initial unit)

CODE

91L

91M

91K

DESCRIPTION

Universal emergency number
service 911 (with instrument)

Universal emergency number
service 911 (without instrument)

Universal emergency number
service 911 (hunting or key line
with instrument)

r-- --_._. --------------------------------
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17. GLOSSARY

SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION

Attendant A person, situated at a position
on a customer's premises, who
serves customer calls.

Attendant position The equipment from which calls
requiring assistance can be
answered and completed by
the attendant.

A PSAP is an agency or facility
designated by a municipality
to receive and handle 911
emergency calls.

A municipality is primarily an
urban political unit having
corporate or other recognized
status with the power of
self-government. As used
within this document, a
municipality may be a town,
city, county, or any other
recognized community, area,
or district having certain
governmental powers and
authority.

Public
service
answering
point (PSAP)

18. REFERENCES

Switchhook status An optional B911 customer
service which allows the B911
PSAP attendant to visually
monitor (by means of supervisory
lamps) the switchhook status
of a station from which a 911
call is completed. Switchhook
status is not available for
incoming 911 calls via trunks
at the office providing B911
service.

Municipality

Forced disconnect Forced disconnect is a standard
service with the B911 feature
to allow a PSAP attendant to
release any 911 call even though
the calling party has not hung
up. This service is provided
to prevent dedicated 911 lines
from being tied up or jammed.

Universal emergency number
service 911 (hunting or key line
without instrument)

Called party hold An optional B911 customer
service which enables the B911
PSAP attendant to retain control
of the network connection
established for a 911 call
originated from a customer line
which is served by the same
office which serves the B911
PSAP. This service is not
available for incoming 911 calls
via trunks at the office providing
B911 service.

Business customer A customer requiring other
than basic telecommunications
service. A business customer
is provided one or more
attendant positions. Optional
telecommunication services may
be provided for a business
customer. The services provided
are based on the business
customer's requirements.

91W

Emergency
ringback

An optional B911 customer
service which enables the B911
PSAP attendant to ring back
a customer line from which a
911 call was complete regardless
of the switchhook status of
the originating station. Called
party hold is a prerequisite
for this service. Emergency
ringback is not available for
incoming 911 calls via trunks
at the office providing B911
service.

A. Bell System Practices

(1) Section 231-090-288-Feature Document
Universal Emergency Service Number 911

Feature Expanded 911 Service 2-Wire No. 1
and No. 1A Electronic Switching Systems

(2) Section 981-226-110-8A Key Telephone
System for Use at 911 Emergency Answering

Bureaus Basic Service General Description

(3) Section 473-310-101-8A Key Telephone
System for Use at 911 Emergency Reporting
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Bureaus-CALL DIRECTOR Telephone
Set-Identification (when published)

(4) Section 473-310-102-8A Key Telephone
System for Use at 911 Emergency Reporting

Bureaus-CALL DIRECTOR TelephoneSet-Trouble
Locating (when published)

(5) Section 473-310-103-8A Key Telephone
System for Use at 911 Emergency

Reporting/Answering Bureaus-CALL DIRECTOR®
Telephone Set-Method of Operation

(6) Section 473-310-110-8A Key Telephone
System for Use at 911 Emergency

Reporting/Answering Bureaus-Installation and
Connections

(7) Section 473-310-100-Public Emergency
Reporting Systems-Identification, Installation,

Connections, and Maintenance

(8) Section 812-275-150-8A Key Telephone
System 911 Emergency Reporting System

Equipment Design Requirements-Station Systems

(9) Section 780-402-210-Basic Trunk Tables
Wilkinson Band BTables, Trunk Engineering,

Network Operations Methods

(10) Section 231-118-323-Trunk Translation
Recent Change Procedures for TG, TGBVT,

TRK, CFTRF, and TGMEM (CTX-6 Through
lE5 Generic Programs)-2-Wire No.1 Electronic
Switching System With HILO 4-Wire Feature

(11) Section 231-118-324-Rate and Route
Translation Recent Change Procedures for

NOCNOG, DNHT, NOGRAC, RATPAT, DIGTRN,
TOLDIG, CCOL, RI, CHRGX, DITABS, TNDM,
IDDD, and TDXD (CTX-6 Through lE5 Generic
Programs)-2-Wire No.1 Electronic Switching
System

(12) Section 231-118-325-RC Procedures for
PSWD, GENT, PSBLK, SUBTRAN, (CTX-6

Through lE5 Generic Programs)-2-Wire No.1
Electronic Switching System With HILO 4-Wire
Feature

(13) Section 231-318-303-Trunk Translation
Recent Change Procedures for TG, TGBVT,

TRK, CFTRK, and TGMEM (Through lAE4
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Generic Program) 2-Wire and HILO 4-Wire
No. lA Electronic Switching System

(14) Section 231-318-304-Rate and Route
Translation Recent Change Procedures for

NOCNOG, DNHT, NOGRAC, RATPAT, DIGTRN,
TOLDIG, CCOL, RI, CHRGX, DITABS, TNDM,
IDDD, and TDXD (Through lAE4 Generic
Program)-2-Wire No. lA Electronic Switching
System

(15) Section 231-318-305-RC Procedures for
PSWD, PSBLK, SUBTRAN, and GENT

(Through lAE4 Generic Program)-2-Wire and
HILO 4-Wire No. lA Electronic Switching System

(16) Section 231-118-335-Line Recent Change
Procedures for LINE, TWOPTY, MPTY,

SCLIST, MLHG, ACT, and CFV-CTX-7, CTX-8,
lE4, and lE5 Generic Programs-2-Wire No.1
Electronic Switching System

(17) Section 231-318-302-Line Recent Change
Procedures for LINE, TWOPTY, MPTY,

SCLIST, MLHG, ACT, and CFV (Through lAE5
Generic Program)-2-Wire No. lA Electronic
Switching System

(18) Section 231-120-301-Traffic Measure
ments-2-Wire No.1 Electronic Switching

System.

B. General Letters

(1) GL73-04-203-0ffice of Telecommunications
(OTP) National Policy for Emergency

Telephone Number 911

(2) GL73-05-121-Rate Considerations Involved
in Providing Basic 911 Service

(3) GL73-09-013-No. 1 ESS-Development of
New Features for Universal Emergency

Service Number 911

(4) GL73-10-060-911 Emergency Service
Recommended Rate Treatment of the 911

Emergency Service Trunk

(5) GL74-04-149-No. 1 ESS-Development of
New Features for Universal Emergency

Service Number 911

.......-•...
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""-"". (6) GL74-12-121-911 Emergency Service
Additional Information on 911 CO Equipment

Including No.2 ESS and Crossbar Tandem

(7) GL75-05-039-8A Key Telephone System for
Basic 911 Service

(8) GL76-08-292-Marketing of 911 Emergency
Service

(9) GL76-09-034-Rate & Tariff Guidelines for
the 8A Key Telephone System for Use With

Basic 911 Service

(10) GL77-07-045-0perating Instruction Manual
for 8A Key Attendant's Position

(11) GL77-09-023-Illustrative Tariff for Universal
Emergency Number Service (Basic 911)

(12) GL77-09-171-Expanded 911 Emergency
Service-System Description

(13) GL78-08-247-Expanded Universal Emergency
Service (E911)

(14) GL77-11-200-Detailed Information on
Conversion of Traffic Facilities Practices
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and Dial Facilities Practices to the Bell System
Practices Series.

C. TTY Input and Output Manuals

(1) Output Message Manual OM-1A001, No.1
Electronic Switching System

(2) Output Message Manual OM-6AOOl, No. 1A
Electronic Switching System

(3) Input Message Manual IM-1A001, No.1
Electronic Switching System

(4) Input Message Manual IM-6A001, No. 1A
Electronic Switching System.

D. Other Documentation

(1) Translation Guide TG-1A

(2) Translation Output Configuration PA-591003,
No.1 Electronic Switching System

(3) Translation Output Configuration PA-6A002,
No. 1A Electronic Switching System

(4) Trunk and Service Circuit Engineering
Specification J1A063A-1, No.1 Electronic

Switching System.
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